
filmmaking departments usually focus on performing 
and technical courses. But this project included 
training in fine arts, photography, sound recording, 
performing, editing and post-production.

During the semester, outside experts were invited 
to teach the students the art of fighting and 
costumes in Chinese period films. Prof. Wang noted 
that there were multiple purposes of a course that 
combined undergraduate and graduate students in a 
filmmaking project. Student could get to understand 
every aspect of the filmmaking process, it was 
also an occasion where they could learn about the 
filmmakers’ work ethics, as well as the conventions 
and rules of filmmaking.

The project set the period in the Ming Dynasty 
(1368-1644). The setting was an inn, and students 
were free to make up their own stories of any 
genres, from mystery, martial art, romance, comedy, 
political to thriller.

The Department of Filmmaking ran a project 
last semester engaging almost 50 graduate and 
undergraduate students with the help of several 
professors in producing a few short period films.  

The project was offered as a course of the semester 
al lowing both graduate and undergraduate 
students to take. Prof. Tung Wang, chairman of 
the department, guided the students in directing 
the films, while Prof. Liang Ching-sung advised on 
producing and editing, Prof. Chang Chan on lighting 
and photography, and Prof. Jim Shum on sound 
effects. 

For the students, it was a course that took them 
through the entire process of filmmaking, including 
the writing and revising of the scripts, budget 
distribution and control, production time control, 
casting, training for the actors and actresses, writing 
the storyboards, constructing the scenes and others. 

The preparation work, such as casting and script 
selection, started as early as July last year. In 
general, undergraduate programs offered by 
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so fine that one could learn very little, he said. 

In 2003, Mr. Coffey joined another production 
company, which brought big changes to his work. 
At Disney, he would only need to finish three to 
four seconds of animation a week, but at the small 
company, he would be required to complete 30 
seconds every day.

This was a big challenge, but the satisfaction of 
completing an entire animation sequence alone 
made him realize that he had become a true 
animator, Coffey said. At Disney, every employee 
is assigned a single tiny part only, but small 
workshops’  bosses rely on animators who know and 
do everything, the artist added. 

Mr. Coffey said his solid training in conventional 
animation art enhanced his imagination and 
creativity once he started trying his hands at 
computerized animation. In 2006, he started making 
the TV animation series, “The Simpsons.”

Famous US animation artist Casey Coffey conducted 
a one-week workshop at TNUA last month to let 
students understand the art and process of creating 
animation works.

The students, apart from being introduced to 
character design, story analysis, storyboard writing 
and animation production, were each given a chance 
to independently create a 10-second short animation 
clip.

Mr. Coffey said after 15 years in the animation 
industry, he would choose to begin his career a small 
company, rather than a big one, if he had a chance 
to rewind his life. He explained that he joined 
Disney at the age of 25 and started as an assistant 
animation artist for about six years. 

He cited his participation in the animation film 
“Tarzan” as an example. It was project involving 
70 animators, plus more than 40 assistants. Each 
animator was responsible for the overall composition 
and the assistants were asked to make minor 
adjustments to the scenes. The division of labor was 
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Caption:Students at work for one of the films.
Caption:During Prof. Casey Coffey's workshop at TNUA, he screened some 
of his own works to illustrate his talks.
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